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Abstract. A hybrid algorithm is presented for global optimization of the energy consumption 
rather than makespan of the system. The cost profile is optimized by extending the execution 
time of the tasks on dynamic voltage scalable processing elements in embedded environment 
with meeting the execution constraints. The modified Big Bang Big Crunch (BBBC) method 
improves the scheduling efficiency of the tasks by simulating one of the theories of the evolution 
of the universe. BBBC algorithm generates disorder data points inspired by energy dissipation 
procedure of the Big Bang phase, and moves those data points to a single representative data 
point inspired by a center of mass cost approach in the Big Crunch phase. The Logistic and 
Sinusoidal chaotic maps are investigated and utilized to improve the movement step of the 
BBBC algorithm. The proposed hybrid algorithm is tested on several benchmark data sets and its 
performance is compared with those of Ant Colony Optimization and HEFT strategies. The 
simulation experiment shows that the presented evolutionary optimization algorithm is robust 
and suitable for energy saving. 

1 Introduction 

Energy efficiency has become an important issue of the distributed system especially the embedded 
system which is composed of processing elements (PES) normally powered by batteries. There exist 
slacks among the system since the process ability of the processor is usually not fully utilized. The 
processors that enabled dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) strategy switches off gated clocks for unused 
circuit parts during idle periods and then reduce the power consumption. The power consumption is at 
least a quadratic function of the supply voltage (hence CPU speed) in the cased of function executed. It 
was shown in [1,2,3] that further energy consumption can be reduced by decreasing process frequencies 
during the voltage selection. Investigations of DVS processors have shown that the power consumption 
can be decreased by up to 10 times after using voltage scales when executing real-life applications [4]. 

DVS results in the different processing elements characteristics if utilize the slacks to extend the 
execution time of the processors. DVS decreases the energy consumption to extend the processing time 
of the tasks that have the slacks between the deadline and its completion time as slowly as possible in 
the case of the slacks. Yao. [5] Presented one of the earliest theoretical models for DVS, and presented 
an O(n3) algorithm for obtaining an optimal schedule and computing a characterization of the 
minimum-energy DVS schedule. The schedule gave a main benchmark for referencing other scheduling 
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algorithms in both theoretical and simulation aspects under the assumption of convexity of the power 
consumption function. 

There are static and dynamic techniques to using dynamic voltage scaling to decide appropriate 
operating voltage/speed. Static techniques take advantage of offline parameters, such as periods and 
worst-case execution cycles while dynamic techniques (based on slack reclamation) exploit early 
completions of tasks to further decrease the speed and energy consumption. Here, we investigate static 
one. Dynamic methods [6,7] normally reduce the speed based on these predicted values and achieve 
more energy saving than static ones. But the interest in static techniques is still high since static 
approaches can be enhanced to develop dynamic ones. 

Three important co-synthesis steps are: a) Mapping: Determining the assignment of computational 
tasks to PEs and data transfers to communication links (CLs), b) Scheduling: Determining the execution 
order (sequencing) of tasks mapped to PEs and communications to CLs, and c) Evaluation: Determining 
the quality of the implementation candidate (timing feasibility, cost, power, area, etc.). 

Pillai and Shin [8] computed a single optimal speed off-line and obtained the minimal speed to make 
a task set schedulable without changing it under Earliest Deadline First, and proposed a near-optimal 
method under Rate Monotonous. Without fixing the processor speed, Saewong and Rajkumar [9] 
assumed that the speed of the processor can be changed continuously in a given range and presented an 
algorithm to find the optimal speed value based on fixed priority assignments. Based on the task 
parameters, some methods in [10] were proposed to decide statically processor speed and assign 
different speed to every task before system execution. A more general scheme in [11] chose the speed 
switching instants more freely which typically occur at the activation/deadline of some job. 

Classical programming approaches such as Non-linear programming (NLP), Linear programming 
(LP) and Dynamic programming methods are utilized to solve NP hard problem at the cost of increased 
dimensionality and depends on mathematical formula of the cost function [12]. Heuristics algorithms as 
the recent advances in AI techniques are often used as complementary approach to solve complex 
optimization problems such as NP hard problem. Heuristic techniques pave the way towards finding 
quality solutions to the NP hard problem during tolerable time from the inspiration of natural behavior 
of various social/natural procedures. And the heuristic methods are easy to transform and adapt 
according to specific problem. Genetic algorithms [13], Swarm intelligence[14], Bacteria foraging, ant 
colony search techniques are population based and stochastic in nature, and are utilized to find 
global/near global solutions to optimization problems.  

As another population based algorithm, Big Bang and Big Crunch (BBBC) developed by Erol and 
Eksin [15] are inspired by the concept of universal evolution. BB-BC method has been proved to 
outperform genetic algorithm for benchmark test functions [16]. Big Bang-Big Crunch (BBBC) 
algorithm, one of the most recent heuristic optimization strategies, is utilized to solve optimization 
problem by simulating the Big Bang phase and Big Crunch phase during the evolution process of the 
universe. According to the Big Bang and Big Crunch theory, disorder and randomness are generated by 
energy dissipation during the Big Bang phase, and randomly distributed particles are drawn into an 
order during the Big Crunch phase. Based on the good performance in exploiting the local optimization 
solution during the BBBC evolution process, new solution is obtained as the influx of random solutions 
by means of a center of mass or minimal cost approach. The search strategy of cannot explore the global 
optimization effectively despite. The studies about BBBC optimization are very few as considering the 
premature convergence and the convergence speed of BBBC approach. This paper aims to improve the 
optimization performance of BBBC optimization by combining the self-adaptive operator and 
competitive strategy.  

This paper is organized as follows: The next section briefly describes the problem model which 
includes task model and energy model. In Section 3, hybrid algorithm based on BBBC is presented 
while its performance is studied in section 4.  
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2 Task model and energy model  

The energy optimization problem of the tasks can be divided into two problems: the task scheduling 
problem and the DVS problem. The task scheduling problem is to order a set of tasks and assign them to 
different processors of a distributed system for accomplishing an application. The heterogeneous of the 
system implies the processing time of each task may not be the same on different processors.  

The task scheduling problem can be formulated as follows. There is an application consisting of n 
tasks ati (i=1, 2,…,m) which processes on a set of processors apj (j=1,2,…,n)according to a 
predetermined order. Each task ati is ordered by its priority and processed on a specific processor apj 
according to the earliest ending time. The task scheduling problem is thus to determine the routing 
sequence and the assignment of the tasks on the processors so that precedence constraint among tasks is 
satisfied. In this paper, the tasks and their executing constraints are depicted as the nodes and the directed 
edges of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). There is an entry task and an exit task to imply the start and 
end of all the tasks. The directed edge implies starting point (the processor task) must complete before the 
beginning of its end point (successor task). When the task and its successor task are assigned on different 
processors, a communication time will be needed for transferring the data between two tasks. For 
simplification, the communication time is assumed the same among the whole communication network.  

The power consumption is at least a quadratic function of the supply voltage. Here the static power is 
ignored and dynamic power is studied and reduced by extend the execution time of the tasks based on its 
slack. The relation between dynamic power dissipation and supply voltage is computed as Eq.1 

fcVCP sfv ⋅⋅= 2 fcVCP sfv ⋅⋅= 2
 (1) 

where Py, Cf, Vs, fc are the dynamic power, the workload capacitance, the supply voltage and the clock 
frequency, respectively.  

And fc is computed according to Eq. 2 

ds
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V
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where k is a constant, and Vk is the threshold voltage. The rate between the clock frequency and the 
threshold voltage is a constant.  

According to Eq. 1 and 2, the power consumption of a processor is obtained according to Eq. 3 

cVCtPE dsefdv ⋅⋅=⋅= 2
 (3) 

Normally, the goal in an energy optimization of task scheduling problem is to find a feasible schedule 
with the minimum energy consumption. For a feasible schedule of the task scheduling problem, the 
execution time of all the tasks sequence fulfilling the precedence constraint are adjusted for reducing the 
energy consumption. Several symbols are introduced as follows: 

•�eci: the energy consumption of the task ati 
•�dti: the deadline of the task ati 
•�etij: the execution time of task ati which is assigned on processor apj 
•�prti: the priority of task ati 
•�efi: the earliest finish time of task ati  
•�lfi: the latest finish time of task ati  
•�ppti: the directly predecessor of task ati 
•�spti: the successor of task ati on the processor 

•�sti: the directly successor of task ati  
•�slti: the slack of task ati  
•�oti: is the order task ati in the schedule 
•�pti: the processor which execute task ati  
•�Schk: kth schedule which is composed of oti and pri 
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•�vimax: the maximum voltage of task ati 

•�vis: the scaling voltage of task ati 

•�ECk: is the initial energy consumption of kth schedule  
•�AECi: is the adjusted energy consumption of kth schedule after using DVS strategy  
•�MSi: the makespan of the schedule, i.e., the finish time of the last task atm       

Consider the feasibility of the solution in real time systems, the execution of the task cannot be 
interrupted, and the finish time of each task should be less than its deadline as efi <= dti. 

3 Hybrid BBBC algorithm  

3.1 BBBC algorithm  

BBBC optimization includes Big Bang procedure and Big Crunch procedure. The Big Bang procedure 
is a random phase that simulates the energy dissipation in nature, one of the theories of the evolution of 
the universe. The following Big Crunch procedure is a contraction phase that calculates a center of mass 
for the population viewed as gravitational attraction [17]. In this way, the disorder solutions are 
generated over the entire search, and then the solutions convergence to a local or global optimum point 
iteratively. Big Bang and Big Crunch phases are firstly obtained random candidates distributed over the 
center of mass or the minimum candidate, and then compute the center of the candidates. The 
pseudocode of BBBC is given as follows: 

Begin 
k=1, random candidates are generated as the kth generation.  
While stopping criteria not met Do 

Pc, Center of mass of candidates, is obtained by Big crunch procedure.  
k+1th generation is generated around Pc by Big bang procedure. 
Evaluate k+1th generation. 

       k++. 
End while  
End 

3.2 Population initialization  

The scheduling situation of all the tasks is obtained according to a routing pattern and an ordering 
pattern alternatively. The first pattern demonstrates the assignment of the tasks, and the second pattern 
guarantees the execution order of the tasks on the heterogeneous processors. A candidate is represented 
as a schedule, Sch={OT,PT} that each task and processor is assigned a fixed ID. A random solution is 
obtained as the combination of two random orders of (1,2,..,m) and (1,2,..,n) respectively. The solutions 
to task scheduling problem can be represented as a population which is composed by a set of 
alternatives or candidates. At the beginning of the evolution, some list algorithms as HEFT are utilized 
in a hybrid way to generating various initial solutions with relative good quality [18]. The HEFT 
algorithm [19] is known as good trade off between schedule length and search effort as its time 
complexity is low as (O(nlogn+(e+n)p)).  

To generate the initially promising schedule, the tasks are assigned onto processor with minimum 
earliest finish time. The insertion technique is used to insert the task into the earliest available time on its 
assigned processor. The remaining tasks are selected according to the descending order of the priority. 

3.3 Objective function computation  

For a feasible schedule of the task scheduling problem, the objective of the problem is to minimize the 
energy consumption. The energy consumption is obtained by extending the execution time of the tasks 
based on using DVS strategy on their slacks. The slack of task ati, slti, equals difference between efi and 
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lfi. Lfm of the last task atm is initialized as its deadline, and lfi (i=1,2,..,m 1) is calculated recursively from 
the last task as shown in Eq.4: 
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(4) 

Here method for minimizing total dynamic energy dissipation are based on variable voltage systems 
(nearly continuous range of possible supply voltages), that can be adjusted to multi voltage systems 
(small and limited number of potential supply voltages) easily [20]. AECi of task tai is obtained by the 
optimization strategy according to the PE power consumption and supply voltage optimization as Eq.5: 

2
max

2 /)()( iisiiji vtvttECtetAEC ⋅=Δ+  (5)
 

where Csltt i /}min{=Δ ,C is a constant, and vis is computed as Eq.6: 
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The task with high energy saving is adjusted firstly according the slack with satisfying deadline and 
precedence constraints. The procedure of extending execution time of the task is repeated until no slack 
existing. 

3.4 Modified BC phase 

The mass is calculated as the inverse of the energy consumption and makespan value respectively as the 
population is divided into two groups. With viewing oti as the position of task ati, the convergence 
operator of the Big Crunch phase generates the center of mass (Pcoi, Pcpi). Pcoi(E) is computed 
according to Eq. 8: 
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(8) 

where Num is the population size of the feasible solutions.  

Pcpi(E) is computed as Eq. 9: 

miEEptEPcp
G
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= =         

(9) 

where E equals makespan and energy consumption respectively for each group. The fit candidates with 
minimum makespan and energy consumption respectively are also viewed as the starting points in the 
Big Bang phase. 

3.5 Modified BB phase 

New shcedule (oti, pti) is randomly generated around the starting point obtained by BC phase.  
Firstly pti is computed as Eq. 10:  

nimPcppt iiii ,,1,mod)( �=⋅+= γα      (10) 
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where �i is a random real less than 1. ri is the standard deviation of a normal distribution, and is computed 
as Eq. 11:  

iternspeedi /)1(1 −⋅=γ  (11) 

where iter represents the number of iterations, speed1is an parameter to control convergence speed of the 
search. 

Secondly the set of oti is obtained by in ascending order to sorting pti which is computed as Eq.12:  

ninPcppt iiii ,,1,mod)( �=⋅+= βα    (12) 

where �i is computed as Eq.13: 

iterptptspeed ii /)( minmax −⋅=β        (13) 

where ptmax and ptmin are the upper and lower bounds of the variable pti, and speedi is an parameter acting 
as speed. It is noted that the set of oti maybe infeasible as it disobeys the precedence constraint. An adjust 
strategy need to recalculated pti recursively from the task as Eq.14: 

niipticcjpt
ipptjipt ,,1},,{max �=+∈=    

(14)  

where cci is a constance equal to 1. 

3.6 Chaos based BB phase  

Meanwhile, to guarantee the diversity of the initial solution, a chaos strategy is applied to randomly 
order the tasks and generate their assigned machines. The non repetition is obtained by mathematics 
formula defined by chaos strategy that has been successfully applied in various research areas as 
physics and engineering [21]. Chaotic based functions have utilized to help heuristic algorithms such as 
imperialistic competitive algorithm [22], harmony method [23], charged system search strategy [24] to 
trade off between exploration and exploitation. Chaos strategy is incorporated with BBBC algorithm to 
improve the diversity among candidates and away from premature convergence. In this paper, logistic 
and sinusoidal chaotic map function are utilized to replace parameter cci and speedi in Eq. 13, and 14 
respectively as Eq. 15 and 16. 
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where a1 is a constant equals to 4, cc is initialized as a real number between 0 and 1, and cannot  equals 
0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. A2 is a constant equals to 2.3, speed is initialized as 0.7.  
The Hybrid BBBC (HBBBC) algorithm is described as follows: 
Input: A set of tasks to be assigned on heterogeneous processors. 
Output: A task schedule with adjusted execution voltage. 

1: the population composed of Num candidates is initialized by HEFT and random strategy;  
2: compute the makespan, slack energy consumption of each candidate; 
3: new energy consumption of each candidate is obtained by using Eq. 5; 
4: while the stopping criteria are not met do  
5: the feasible candidates are selected as each task satisfying the precedence and deadline constraint; 
6: the center of mass (Pcoi, Pcpi) is computed as Eq. 8 and 9 with E=MS;  
7: the center of mass (Pcoi, Pcpi) is computed as Eq. 8 and 9 with E=EC; 
8: new candidates are generated by Eq. 10 and 12 with the starting point (Pcoi, Pcpi); 
9: the adjust strategy described as Eq.14 guarantees the feasibility of the candidates; 
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10: Chaos BB strategy changes candidates by modifying the parameters in Eq. 13 and 14; 
11: compute the makespan and energy consumption of each candidate; 
12: new energy consumption of each candidate is obtained by using Eq. 5; 
13: end while 

4 Experiment and Result 

The extensive experiments are implemented to evaluate HBBBC algorithm which was programmed in 
java and run on Intel Core TM processors with 2 GHz speed with 4GB of memory. HEFT scheduling 
algorithm that proved to perform well for the task scheduling problem and our previously proposed 
ACO [25] are also implemented for verifying our algorithm, the energy saving of HBBBC is enabled by 
the exploitation of the DVS technique.  

4.1 Experimental settings  

Each method is run 10 times with different initial control variables for 100 generations. The best results 
of each run are presented. The performance of HBBBC was thoroughly evaluated with two test cases: 
randomly and benchmarks as three real world parallel applications: Fast Fourier Transformation [26], 
the Ludecomposition [27] and the Laplace equation solver [28]. A random tasking scheduling problem 
generator is designed to generate various task graphs with different characteristics. 

Specifically, m is generated between 10 and 200. The ratio of the computational and communication 
value of the tasks is randomly generated as less 4 or larger than 1 that represents the application with 
larger computation or communication costs respectively. The maximum and minimum execution time 
of each task is defined to describe difference between the fastest processor and the slowest processor in 
a given system.  

4.2 Results 

 

Figure 1. Example of a task graph with 8 tasks. 

Table 1. Computation cost of Fig 1. 

at 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
P1 11(1) 10(17) 9(23) 11(24) 15(35) 12(37) 10(61) 11(39) 
P2 13(21) 15(24) 12(31) 16(27) 11(41) 9(43) 14(23) 15(41) 
P3 9(3) 11(2) 14(2) 10(20) 19(37) 5(25) 13(66) 10(40) 
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Here, test firstly is implemented on a benchmark set. Figure 1 demonstrates a DAG with nine tasks and 
13 edges labelled the communication times that remain the same on the all communication edges. 
Figure 2 and Figure 4 show the schedules of the tasks in Figure 1 by HEFT and HBBBC strategies on 
three processors respectively based on the computation cost (energy) described in Table 1. Figure 3 and 
Figure 5 show the energy saving by DVS strategy based on schedules shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4. If 
the deadline is extended to 150, the energy consumption is decreased from the 2855.0 to 393.19257 by 
using the DVS strategy on the schedule obtained by HEFT strategy. And the energy consumption is 
decreased from 1723.0 to 152.40613 by using the DVS strategy on the schedule obtained by HBBBC 
strategy.  

 

Figure 2. The schedule of Fig. 1 by HEFT. 

 

Figure 3. The energy saving of the schedule in Fig 2. 

 

Figure 4. The schedule of Fig 1 by HBBBC. 

 

Figure 5. The energy saving of the schedule in Fig 4. 
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Table 2 presents the energy saving results obtained from our extensive comparative evaluation study 
among HBBBC, HEFT and our previously proposed ACO algorithms. Simulations have been 
conducted using the simulator we developed as part of this study as HEFT is energy unconscious and is 
not directly applicable to DVS problem.  

Table 2. Comparative results 

Algorithm over DAG set HBBBC over ACO HBBBBC over HEFT 
FFT 21% 22% 
Laplace 15% 25% 
LU 13% 19% 
Random 20% 26% 

5 Conclusion 

Since most traditional algorithms only focus on makespan, we presented HBBBC to investigate the 
energy consumption and task scheduling altogether. The energy will be saved by adjusting slack and 
execution time obtained by schedule algorithm. Our algorithm hybridizes HBBBC algorithm and 
dynamic scaling strategy to minimize the energy consumption of the tasks on the heterogeneous 
distributed mobile system. An adjust strategy is used to guarantee the solutions meeting the precedence 
constraints, and the feasible solutions are selected to generate around the centric mass in BC phase. The 
centric mass is treated as the starting point for generate new random solutions around it in BB phase. In 
essence, the energy saving of dynamic scaling strategy is incorporated with the scheduling strategy 
based on BBBC and chaos strategy. Chaos map functions are applied to trade off the exploration and 
exploitation. The computational results on a set of random and specific instances testify the 
performance of HBBBC. Our study provides promising results showing the significance and potential 
of hybridizing the task scheduling and dynamic scaling strategy in the reduction of energy consumption.  
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